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Abstract
We perform a quantum theoretical calculation of transition radiation by neutral particles
with spin 1/2 equipped with magnetic moments and/or electric dipole moments. The limit of
vanishing masses is treated exactly for arbitrary refraction index. Finally we apply our result
to the solar neutrino ux.
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1Neutrinos seem to be likely candidates for carrying features of physics beyond the Stan-
dard Model. Apart from masses and mixings also magnetic moments (MM) and electric dipole
moments (EDM) are signs of new physics and are of relevance in terrestrial experiments, the

































!  are an order of magnitude weaker [4]. Note that in the above
inequalities 
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since MMs  and EDMs d become indistinguishable
when neutrino masses can be neglected. Astrophysical and cosmological bounds are considerably
tighter but subject to additional assumptions (see e.g. [5]).
In this paper we explore the possibility of using electromagnetic interactions of neutrinos
with polarizable media to get information on neutrino MMs and EDMs. The case of an in-
nitely extended homogeneous medium where Cherenkov radiation is emitted has already been
discussed in a previous paper [6]. Here we concentrate so to speak on the opposite situation,
namely a sharp boundary between two dierent homogeneous media where transition radiation
[7] is emitted when a particle crosses such a boundary. In contrast to Cherenkov radiation the
particle can radiate at any non{zero velocity in this case. Classical discussions of transition
radiation are e.g. found in [8, 9] whereas the quantum theoretical approach has been used in
[10, 11]. In this paper we will perform a calculation for general neutral spin 1/2 particles with
MMs and EDMs. As pointed out in [10], the quantum theoretical treatment of transition radi-
ation of the electron changes the classical result very little but, on the other hand, is essential
in our case as will become clear later. Our aim is not only to estimate the transition radiation
caused by the solar neutrino ux but also to exhibit the general methods of our calculation and
successive approximations. We think therefore that the present work can also be used as a basis
for considering transition radiation in the case of e.g. non{relativistic particles, large diractive
indices etc. where the usual computations are not applicable.
The plan of the paper is as follows. To envisage a realistic situation we will assume a slab
of a homogeneous dielectric medium in vacuum (thus we have two boundaries) and write down
the corresponding plane wave solutions of Maxwell's equations. These solutions will enable us
to quantize the electromagnetic eld in the presence of the medium. In the discussion of the
probability for the emission of a photon when the particle crosses the slab we will specialize
to neutral particles by choosing the appropriate form factors of the electromagnetic current.
The main result of this paper will be obtained by deriving an exact but simple formula for
the above probability in the ultrarelativistic limit of zero particle masses and the case of the
incident particle momentum being orthogonal to the surface of the dielectric layer. Finally we




is the plasma frequency.
Finally neutrinos will come into the game by using the solar neutrino ux in the numerical





As already mentioned we envisage a situation where there is a layer of a medium with
dielectric constant " = n
2
6= 1 (n is the refraction index) occupying the space dened by
jzj < a=2. Thus the surfaces of the layer are orthogonal to the z{axis. For simplicity we assume
vacuum outside the layer and that the permeability of the medium is 1. For the description we








































with S = diag (1; 1; 1): (1)
~




pertains to the refracted









in the medium. The
angles of incidence  and of refraction  are related by Snell's law





. Since cos > 0 the plus and minus signs in k
z
refer to waves incident
from the spaces z <  a=2 and z > a=2, respectively.















(~x; t) =  S
~
B(S~x; t) (3)
form another solution because the medium and its position in space is symmetric with respect
to z !  z. Consequently, plane waves with k
z
< 0 can be obtained from solutions with k
z
> 0
by applying (3). Therefore we will conne ourselves to k
z
> 0 for the time being.




































B with time dependence given by e
 i!t
. In such a situation








It will turn out later that in the calculation of the transition radiation it is sucient to know
































































































































; z > a=2:
(6)




























































at the surfaces z = a=2 determines the coecients in (6) where
"(z) =
(
"; jzj < a=2
1; jzj > a=2
(8)






















































































































































































































































































































) + (k; j) (j = I; II) (16)




stand for any neutral fermion with magnetic








































is the electromagnetic current and A

the vector potential, greatly simplies the















































. Assuming an initially polarized fermion but






















































































































for the probability of the process (16). The {functions reect the symmetries of the problems
leading to energy conservation and momentum conservation in the xy{plane which allows to
express p
f











































































 = 1 corresponds to forward and backward scattering of the fermion, respectively.
































































































































































































) for convenience to subsume forward
(k
z
> 0) and backward (k
z
< 0) moving incident photons. Thus
k
z


















do not change under  !    .
Up to now no approximations have been made. In the following, however, we will evaluate














































! 0. Let us stress three consequences of this limit:
i) The form of the dipole moment interaction (18) requires a spin ip of the fermion. Con-
sequently, the classical treatment of transition radiation is not applicable in this case.
1
ii) The transition radiation is independent of the polarization s
i







the polarization I of the photon does not contribute and the probability
(19) is independent of the angle .





























































= E   P; P = (E
2







This is the main result of the present work.





. In this energy range, the dielectric constant is given by
" = n
2










, corresponding to small values of the angle . This is a consequence of a!  1 for
realistic situations (for example a! ' 10
6
for a = 10
 3
cm and ! = 20 keV). For the same reason
also q
z




=2(E   !) holds for all values of ! except for a small and negligible range
close to E. Furthermore, contributions from backscattering of the photon or the fermion in (27)
are also completely negligible and ja
II
m
j ' 1, a
II
mr
' 0. Thus to a very good approximation, the










































































In the classical approach, one calculates the radiation emitted by a magnetic (or electric) dipole moving with
constant velocity and pointing towards a xed direction in space. Therefore, in the above limit, the classical

















We consider the situation where a 4!=!
2
p
. (For detectors of comparable size, the opposite
case of large a leads to a much smaller event rate.) In this case F (u) can be approximated by
F (0) = =2, and the total emission probability in the photon energy range !
min



































For our numerical example we take !
min
= 20 keV and !
p
= 20 eV. With these values, formula
(32) is valid for a 4  10
 3
cm. The total number of events for a ux of incoming particles I ,
a detector cross section A and N foils during a time interval T is given by
#(events) = WIANT: (33)
As we are interested in the transition radiation produced by solar neutrinos, we normalize our






, the solar neutrino ux expected from the standard solar model





































, N = 10
6
and T = 1 yr ' 3  10
7



























Unfortunately, this event rate is extremely small leaving little hope to detect a neutrino MM
by the mechanism of transition radiation. However, one remaining possibility would be the case




near its present upper bound.
In concluding this paper we want to mention a few points. In the numerical calculation for
a stack of N foils we have simply multiplied the probability for one foil by N . This is certainly
not correct if the distance between the foils becomes comparable to their thickness and thus
interference eects become important. However, if the situation considered here is similar to the
transition radiation of electrons in this respect then we cannot expect a substantial increase of
the radiation yield [9] and equ. (35) still holds as an order of magnitude estimate. Furthermore,
we have not taken into account total reexion but for !  !
p
its eect will be negligible. On
the other hand, for large n   1 one could have such geometries of the dielectric medium where
total reexion is important. Finally, we want to stress once more that the methods used in our
calculation are quite general and could thus be carried over to cases where one is not satised
with the usual approximations made in the eld of transition radiation.
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